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An algebraic theory of bordism via characteristic numbers, analogous to topological bordism, 
is given. The Steenrod algebra is replaced by a fairly general graded Hopf algebra A, topological 
spaces by algebras over A, vector bundles by Thom modules, and closed manifolds by Poincar6 
algebras over A. 
O. Introduction 
In [4] an algebraic analogue of real topological K-theory at the level of charac- 
teristic lasses was presented inwhich the Steenrod algebra was replaced by a general 
non-negatively graded connected cocommutative Hopf algebra, topological spaces 
by algebras over this Hopf algebra, and vector bundles by Thom modules. In the 
present paper we proceed, in the same spirit, to give an algebraic analogue of bor- 
dism at the level of characteristic numbers. Most of the proofs, which are standard 
arguments, are omitted. 
1. The tangent Thom module of a Poincar~ algebra 
The reader is referred to [4] for definitions and notation concerning Thom 
modules and related concepts. R will denote a fixed but general ungraded com- 
mutative ring with unit. The term 'Hopf algebra' will mean a non-negatively graded, 
connected, cocommutative, biassociative Hopf algebra over R. All algebras over 
Hopf algebras will be non-negatively graded, connected, associative, and com- 
mutative. ® and Horn will denote these functors over the ring R. 
Let A be a Hopf algebra, n a positive integer, and H a Poincar6 n-algebra over 
A, i.e., H is an algebra (connected) over the Hopf algebra A, Hn-~R as an R- 
module, and for every i the map H i'*HOm(H "-i, H n) given by h ~ U h is an 
isomorphism. We proceed to construct an A-H Thom module Tt4, the tangent 
Thorn module of H (an algebraic analogue of the tangent bundle of a closed 
manifold) via considerations suggested by [1], [2], and [5]. 
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Def in i t ion  1.1. For a Poincar6 n-algebra H over the Hopf algebra A, the Wu map 
oH'A-- 'H is the unique grade-preserving R-homomorphism characterized by 
a.h=OH(a)Oh whenever aeA,  hEH,  and [a[ + Ihl =n. 
Def in i t ion  1.2. For a Poincar6 n-algebra H over the Hopf algebra A, the Stiefel- 
Whitney map WH : A-- 'H is defined by 
wH(a) = a/. o/4(a;') 
i 
(whereAa=~i a'i®a'i'). 
Definition 1.2 is, of course, motivated by the classical Wu formula [5]. 
We proceed to show that w H is the Stiefel-Whitney map of an A-H Thorn 
module, i.e., w H satisfies the composition formula [4, Theorem 1.6]. 
Lemma 1.3. Let H be a Poincard n-algebra over the Hopf  algebra A. Then for all 
aeA ,  OH(a)= ~iz(a'i). WH(aT) where X :A--.A is the canonical conjugation. [] 
Lemma 1.4. Let H be any algebra over the Hopf  algebra A. Then for all a ~ A, 
h, keH,  
x(a/)" [(aT-k)Uh]=(--1)lktthl[x(a) • h]Uk 
i 
and 
a/. {[x(a;'). klLJh} = (-1)Jkllhl(a • h)LJk. 
i 
[] 
Theorem 1.5. Let H be a Poincard n-algebra over the Hopf  algebra A. Then wH is 
the Stiefel-Whitney map of  an A-H Thom module. [] 
The proof is a straightforward verification, by induction on grade, that WH 
satisfies the composition formula [4, Theorem 1.6]. 
Thus, up to A-H isomorphism we can make the following definition: 
Def in i t ion  1.6. Let H be a Poincar6 n-algebra over the Hopf algebra A. The tangent 
Thom module TH of H is the A-H Thom module whose Stiefel-Whitney map is 
W H • 
Thus, in the notation of [4, Definition 1.3], WH= W(- - ,  TH). It follows, from 
Definition 1.2 and [4, Definition 4.1] that o/4= o(- ,  T/4). 
Let "i" H denote the dual Thom module to T H, i.e., the unique (up to A-H isomor- 
phism) A-H Thom module such that TH ®H 7"H is A-H isomorphic to H [4, Defini- 
tion 1.5 and Theorem 1.7], and write WH = W(--, 7"/4), OH = O(--, TH).  The following 
theorem is an algebraic analogue of the fact that the top cohomology of the Thorn 
space of the normal bundle of an embedding of a closed manifold in Euclidean 
space is spherical. 
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Theorem 1.7. Let H be a Poincare’ n-algebra over the Hopf algebra A. Then a - x = 0 
whenever aEA, XET~, IaI>O, and Ial + 1x1 =n. Cl 
Theorem 1.7 gives rise to some universal relations in grade n which hold among 
the Stiefel-Whitney classes of Poincare n-algebras for each fixed n. These relations 
can be expressed nicely in terms of right actions of A, defined as in [l] and [2]. The 
universal relations in [2] on the Stiefel-Whitney classes of closed n-manifolds arise 
from the unstableness of cohomology algebras of spaces over the Steenrod algebra, 
and include relations below grade n. Our relations in grade n are attributable to our 
limited unstable condition that a - 1 = 0 whenever 1 a I> 0. A basic problem (not pur- 
sued in the present paper) is to determine whether in our present context, the rela- 
tions arising from Theorem 1.7 give all the universal relations which hold among 
the Stiefel-Whitney classes of Poincare n-algebras over A for fixed n, in analogy 
with the main result of [2]. 
2. -Orientations, connected sums, and products 
Definition 2.1. An oriented PoincarP n-algebra X over the Hopf algebra A is a pair 
( 1x1, ax) where 1x1 is a Poincare n-algebra over A (the underlying Poincark 
algebra of X) and ax: IXI”+R is an R-isomorphism (the orientation). 
Definition 2.2. Suppose X and Y are oriented Poincare n-algebras over A, n ~0. 
Their connected sum X # Y is the pair (IX # Y I, lR) with IX # Y I given as follows: 
Multiplication in IX # Y) is given by the rules 
(i) 1 E IX # Y 1’ = R is a multiplicative identity element. 
(ii) (x,,yr)U(xz,y*)= (x1ux29y1uy2) 
i 
if O< lx,1 + /x21 <n, 
~xWJ~Z)+~YWJYZ) if l-4 + Ix21 =n. 
The A action on IX # Y I is given by the rules 
(i) a. 1 =O for /aI >O and 1 .x=x for all x. 
(ii) a. (x,Y)= 
i 
(a.x,a9) if O< Ial + (xl <n, 
ax(a.x)+ay(a.y) if (al + 1x1 =n. 
Proposition 2.3. Suppose X and Y are oriented Poincare’ n-algebras over A, n > 0. 
Then 
(a) X # Y is an oriented Poincart! n-algebra over A. 
(b) Let H be any algebra over the Hopf algebra A, and f : H -+ IX 1, g : H + I Y I 
maps of algebras over A. Then f # g : H+ IX # Y I given by 
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f 
l 
(f(h),g(h)) 
( f  # g)(h) = axf(h) + ctyg(h) 
0 
i fh=l ,  
ifO<lhl<n, 
iflhl=n, 
if lhl>n 
is a map of  algebras over A. 
(c) if a~A, [al>0, then 
and 
olXa rl (a) = (] (°lx l (a), 01 
yl(a)) 
t.CtxOlxl(a) + a rO I El(a) 
wlx• Yl(a) : (](wlxt(a), w I 
y[(a)) 
~.ax Wlxl(a) + a r w I Yl(a) 
if lal < n, 
if lal : n 
i f  lal <n, 
if lal:n. [] 
Proposition 2.4. Let H be a Poincar~ m-algebra nd J a Poincard n-algebra over 
the Hopf  algebra A. Suppose the H i and j i  are all finitely-generated free R- 
modules. Then 
(a) H® J is a Poincar~ m + n-algebra over A. 
(b) For all a ~ A, 
! t t  I IF 
OH®j(a)= ~ oH(a i )Qo j (a  i ) and Wl4®j(a)= ~ wH(a i ) (~wj(a i  )
• i i 
whenever Aa= ~ia~®aT. (Equivalently, TI_I®j= 7",® Tj up to A -H®J  iso- 
morphism.) 
(c) I f  H= Ig l  and J= [YI where X and Y are oriented Poincar~ algebras over 
A, then (H® J, Ctx® at)  is an oriented Poincar~ m + n-algebra over A, which we 
denote by X® Y. [] 
Definition 2.5. Let A be a Hopf algebra, n>0.  The n-sphere for  A, S~, is the 
oriented Poincar6 n-algebra over A characterized by 
[s~]i= IO R if i~O,n, 
if i=O,n 
with orientation 1R. 
Definition 2.6. Let X be an oriented Poincar6 n-algebra over the Hopf algebra A. 
The opposite oriented Poincard n-algebra X is given by I.J~'l = IX[, aR = -a  x. 
3. Characteristic numbers and bordism 
Let H A denote the classifying algebra of the Hopf algebra A, and MA the univer- 
sal A-HA Thom module [4, Definitions 2.2 and 2.3]. Recall that these can be 
characterized by the following properties: 
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3.1. (a) HA is an algebra over the Hopf algebra A. 
(b) For any algebra H over A and any A-H Thom module M, there is a unique 
map fM:H  A--*H of algebras over A (the classifying map of M) such that 
(fM)*(MA) is A-H isomorphic to M. 
We first proceed to elucidate the structure of HA as an algebra over R. For any 
strictly-positively-graded R-module X we can form the free connected, non- 
negatively-graded, associative, commutative algebra R[X] on X, namely the tensor 
algebra over R on X modulo the ideal generated by all x®y- ( -1 ) tx l l y ty®x for 
x, y e X. We have a canonical inclusion X~R[X]  of R-modules, and the following 
universal property holds: Given any connected, non-negatively graded, associative, 
commutative algebra H over R and any morphism of graded R-modules f :  X~H,  
f extends uniquely to f :  R[X] ~H,  a morphism of graded algebras over R. 
Theorem 3.2. Let I(A) denote the augmentation ideal of the Hopf  algebra A. Let 
f :  R[I(A)] ~HA denote the unique morphism of  graded algebras over R satisfying 
f(a) = w(a, MA) for all a ~ I(A). Then f is an isomorphism of  algebras over R. [] 
Definition 3.3. Let H be an algebra over the Hopf algebra A, X an oriented Poincar6 
n-algebra over A, and f :  H--, lxl a map of algebras over A. Let rig t : HA ~ ]X[ 
denote the classifying map of the tangent Thom module Tix I. The composition 
@Hi®(HA) . _  i f®zlxl, ®lx l i®lx l , _ i  o Ix l  n Ux R 
i i 
the A-characteristic number map of the pair (f, X), and is denoted is called 
CA (f, X). 
Definition 3.4. Two pairs (~, Xi), i= 1, 2, as in Definition 3.3 are said to be A- 
bordant if CA (fl, Xl) = CA (f2, X2). 
Proposition 3.5. Let H be an algebra over the Hopf algebra A and consider pairs 
(f, X)  as in Definition 3.3. Then 
(i) A-bordism of  pairs is an equivalence relation. 
(ii) Given two pairs (fi, Xi), i = 1, 2, the A-bordism class of  (fl #f2, XI # X2) 
depends only on the A-bordism classes of  the (fi, Xi), i= 1,2. 
(iii) The A-bordism class of  (f, X)  depends only on the A-bordism class of  (f, X), 
where X is the opposite oriented Poincard n-algebra of X. [] 
Write [f, X]A for the A-bordism class of (f, X). 
Definition 3.6. Let H be an algebra over the Hopf algebra A, and n > 0. Consider 
pairs (f, X) as above, with each [X[ i free and finitely-generated over R. The nth A- 
bordism group of H is the set of all A-bordism classes of such pairs, and denoted 
~n(A,H). 
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Proposition 3.7. Let H be an algebra over the Hopf algebra A and n>0. 
Then I2~(A, H) is an abelian group under the operation [fl, X1]A + [f2, X2]A = 
[ f j#f2,  XI#X2]A.  The O-element is [tn, S,q]A where tn'H~S,~ is given by 
en(1) = 1, t~(x) =0 for Ixl >0. Negatives are given by - [ f  X] A = [ f  f(]A. [] 
Let do~ denote the category whose objects are pairs (A, H) where H is an algebra 
over the Hopf algebra A, and whose morphisms are pairs of maps 
(h, g) : (B, J)--,(A, H) where h : B~A is a morphism of Hopf algebras and g: J~H 
is a morphism of algebras over B (algebras over A become algebras over B via h, 
and A-algebra maps become B-algebra maps via h). Then for each 
[ f  X]A E I2,,(A, H) and morphism (h,g) in do'~cg as above, the element [fg, X]s 
f2n(B, J) depends only on (h,g) and [f,X]A. The map (h,g)*: (2n(A, H)-'*f2n(B, J) 
given by (h, g)*[f, X]A = [fg, X]B is a group homomorphism, and f2 n becomes a 
contravariant functor from do~ to the category of abelian groups. 
The definition of I2,,(A, H)  is motivated by topological bordism and well-known 
facts about characteristic numbers [3, §17]. In fact for n>0 and path-connected 
topological spaces X we have an evident natural homomorphism 
92,,(X)---, (2 , (d  2, H*(X; 7//2)) 
where 92n is the nth unoriented bordism functor and d 2 is the mod 2 Steenrod 
algebra. 
Let/~ denote the additive subgroup of R which is generated by the multiplicative 
units of R. Note that/~ is a subring of R. 
Proposition 3.8. Let H be an algebra over the Hopf algebra A. Then for n > O, r ~ 1~ 
and [f, X]A ~ On(A, H), rCA(f, X)  is the characteristic number map of a unique 
element of I2n(A,H). Defining r[f,X]A to be this unique element, f2n(A,H) 
becomes a module over 1~, and this module structure is natural. [] 
Definition 3.9. The 0th bordism functor 120 is defined to be the constant functor on 
with value/~. 
The anomaly in the definition of g-20 stems from the fact that the connected sum 
construction breaks down in dimension 0. Alternatively, one could work with non- 
connected algebras over A, but this was avoided in [4] and the present paper for 
technical convenience in some inductive arguments on grade. 
Lemma 3.10. Let H, J be algebras over the Hopf algebra A, and m, n>0.  Then for 
all [ f  X]A~I2m(A,H ), [g, Y]A~g2n(A,J), uEH, OEJ, z~H A, 
CA( f®g,X@ Y)(U®O®Z)= ~ (-1)Iz'II°IcA(f,X)(u@z;)CA(g, Y)(O@ZT) 
i 
whenever lul + tol + Izl =m+n,  where Az= Ziz'i®zT. (Here A :HA ~HA®HA is 
the classifyin~ map for the A-Ha ® Ha Thom module MA ® MA. Regarding HA as 
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R[I(A)] and writing w : A~R[I(A)] for the canonical inclusion, 
A(w(a))= ~ w(a~)® w(aT) for all a~A [4, Proposition 2.5].) [] 
i 
In particular, CA( f®g,X®Y)  depends only on CA(f ,X) and CA(g, Y), and so 
I f®g, X® Y]A depends only on If, X] A and [g, Y]A. 
Definition 3.11. For [f,X]A and [g, Y]A as above, the element [ f®g,X® Y]A 
£2m+n(A,H®J) is called the cross-product of [ fX]A and [g, Y]A, and denoted 
[f, X]A × [g, Y]A. 
Proposition 3.12. The cross-product map £2m(A, H) x On(A, J)-* Qm + n(A, H @ J) 
is t?-bilinear for m, n > O. [] 
Definition 3.13. The cross-product pairing 0: ~"2 m(z, H) ®~ On (A, J) ~ ~r2 m + n(Z ,  H® J) 
is the/~-homomorphism resulting from 3.12, for m,n>O. 
We extend the definition of 0 to the cases m or n = 0 as follows: 
Definition 3.14. The cross-product pairing 0 : £2o(A, H)®g ~2n(A, J )~  f2n(A, H® J) 
is (1A~Zj)*: On(A, J ) -~Qn(A,H®J) where nj :H®J~J  is given by nj(x®y) = 
en(X)y, eH:H~R the augmentation, and where we have identified 
I2o(A, H) ®1~ On(A, J) = 17 ®~ On(A, J) = On(A, J). 
The definition of 0 : ~2m(Z , H) ®g g20(A, J) ~ f2m(A , H® J) is similar. 
Proposition 3.15. Let H, J, K be algebras over the Hopf  algebra A. Then: 
(a) The cross-product pairing 
O: £2m(A, H) ®g On(A, J)-} Qm + n(A, H ® J) 
is natural in the arguments H and J, and in the argument A. 
(b) Writing 1 e/? = g20(A, H), 1 x z = (1A, nj)*(Z) for all z ~ I2m(A, J) where nj is 
as in Definition 3.14. 
(c) For all m,n>_O and elements heI2m(A,H ), j~12n(A,J), (1A, T)*(hx j )= 
(-1)mnjxh where T : J®H- - ,H®J  is the graded twist map. 
(d) For all m, n, q >_ 0 and elements h ~ g2m(A, H), j ~ On(A, J), and k ~ g2q(A, K), 
(h x j )  x k = h x (j x k) where we canonically identify (H® J) ® K = H® ( J® K). 
[] 
Now suppose H is a Hopf algebra over the Hopf algebra A; i.e., in addition to 
H being an algebra over A in the sense we have been using, H is a Hopf algebra 
(cocommutative, coassociative) and the coproduct d:H~H®H is an A-algebra 
morphism. In this case, one can define an internal product in the graded/?-module 
f2.(A, H) analogous to the Pontrjagin product in the homology of an H-space. 
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Definition 3.16. Let H be a Hopf algebra over the Hopf algebra A. For all m, n___ 0 
and a ~ £2m(A, H), b ~ 12~(A, H), the element (1A, d)*(a × b) ~ 12m + ,(A, H) is called 
the Pontrjagin product of a and b, and denoted at)b. 
Proposition 3.17. Let H be a Hopf  algebra over the Hopf  algebra A, and let 
a ~ f2m(A, H), b ~ f2n(A, H), c ~ £-2q(A, H). Then: 
(a) The Pontrjagin product map £2m(A,H)×f2n(A,H)-+f2m+n(A,H) is t~- 
bilinear for all m, n. 
(b) The Pontrjagin product is natural with respect to morphisms of  Hopf 
algebras over A. 
(c) Writing 1 ~ 1~ = f2o(A, H), 1 tA a = a tA 1 = a. 
(d) aU(bUc) =(aUb)Uc. 
(e) bUa=(-1)mnaub.  
(f) l f  J is another Hopf  algebra over A (and hence so is H®J) ,  then whenever 
u ~ Or(A, J), o ~ Os(A, J), 
(a U b) x (u U o) = ( -  1)nr(a × U) U (b X o). [] 
The proofs are formally the same as those for the analogous properties of the 
usual cohomology cup products, given in terms of the cross-product and the 
diagonal map. 
Note that R itself is a Hopf algebra over the Hopf algebra A, and so D.(A, R) is 
a graded commutative algebra over/?. Since R ® H is canonically identified with H 
for all algebras H over A, the cross-product yields/~-maps ff2m(A, R)®~ l-2n(A, H)--* 
~2m + n(A, H). 
Proposition 3.18. For algebras H over the Hopf  algebra A, the cross-product 
pairings 
~'2m(A, R) QI~ ~'~n( A, H) ~ ~'2 m + n(a, H) 
give 12.(A, H) a natural structure of  a graded left module over the graded l~-algebra 
f2,(A, R). [] 
4. Calculations of f21 and f22 
Proposition 4.1. Let H be an algebra over the Hopf  algebra A. For each R-homo= 
morphism f :  H l ~R,  let f :  H~ IS 1 ] denote the map of  algebras over A charac- 
terized by f 1 =f. Then the map ~ : Hom(HI, R)~I21(A, H) given by ~p(f) = [f, S~].4 
is a natural ~-isomorphism. 
Proof. It is immediate that for any f l , f2eHom(H1,R)  and any r6R,  
CA(rfl + f2, S~)=rCA(fl ,  S))+ CA(A, S~) and hence ~ is an/~-homomorphism. 
Every oriented Poincar6 1-algebra over A is (up to A-isomorphism) of the form 
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uS~ where u is a multiplicative unit of R. For any A-algebra map g : H ~ ]S~ I, con- 
sider CA(g, uS~) ' (H°®H~)~)(H~®H°) - -*R.  Since rlS)l=0, CA(g, uS~) is 0 on 
H°®H~.  For any xen 1, CA(g, uS~)(x® 1)=ugh(x). Thus [g, uS ]A=th, oS ]A if 
and only if ugl=oh I. Thus we have a well-defined function ~,: I21(A,H)~ 
Hom(HI, R) given by ~[g, uS~]A = ug 1. It is easily checked that  0 and ~ are in- 
verses of one another. Naturality is clear. [] 
We proceed to calculate ~22(A,R ). To state the result, we make the following 
definitions. 
Definition 4.2. Let M be an R-module (ungraded). An R-homomorphism 
h:M®M~R is skew-infra-dual if h factors as 
M®M g®g,N®N f-f R 
where N is a free finitely-generated R-module, f is a skew-symmetric dual pairing, 
and g eHom(M,N) .  Write SKID(M) for the set of all skew-infra-dual maps 
M®M~R.  
SKID(M) is an /~-submodule of Hom(M®M,R) .  In fact if hi=f i (git~gi)  
with f i :N i®Ni~R dual pairings, i=1,2,  and u is a multiplicative unit 
of R, then h l+h2=f(g®g ) where f : (N I (~N2)®(NI~)N2)~R is given 
by f [ (x l ,x2)®(yl ,y2)]=f i (x l®yl)+f2(x2®Y2),  g(x)=(gl(x),g2(x)), and Uhl= 
(uf~)(gl ® g~). SKID is a contravariant functor from the category of R-modules to 
the category of /~ modules in the evident way. 
In case R is a field and M is finite-dimensional over R, it is easily seen that 
SKID(M) is the set fo all skew-symmetric R-homomorphisms M®M-- ,R .  
Notation 4.3. Let A be a Hopf algebra, N a free and finitely-generated R-module, 
f :  N®N~R a skew-symmetric dual pairing, and g : A 1 ~N an R-homomorphism. 
We write V(f,,g) for the oriented Poincar~ 2-algebra over A characterized 
as follows: [V(f,,g)[°=R, ]V(f,,g)]l=N, tV(f,g)]2=R, xUy=f (x®y)  for all 
x, y e I V(f, g) ] l, a. x = g(a) O x for all a ~ A l, x e ] V(f, g) ] l, and a v(f,g) = 1R. 
Proposition 4.4. Let A be a Hopf  algebra. Then there is a natural l~-iso- 
morphism Q : £22(A, R) ~ SKID(A 1 ) characterized by ~o[rl, V(f, g)]A = f(g ® g) where 
rl :R ~ V(f, g) is the unit map. 
Proof. Each member of ~2(A,R) has the form r[ri, V(f, g)]A for an appropriate 
V(f,g) and r eR.  We proceed to consider the characteristic number map 
CA(g, V(f, g)) " R ® H2 = H 2 -) R. For any x e H 2 , CA (rl, V(f, g))(x) = vl v(f,g)l(x ). By 
Definition 1.1, O)v(f,g)f(a)=g(a) for all aeA 1, and ulv(f,g)f(c)=O for all ceA 2. 
Thus, by Definitions 1.2 and 1.6, 
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w(a, Tiv(f,g)l)=g(a) for all aeA 1, 
W(C, T I v(f,g)J)= ~ ai" g(bi)= ~ g(ai)tOg(bi) i i 
for all cEA 2 
where Ac=c@l  + l@c+ Eiai®bi,  lai[ -- [bi[ = 1. CA(rh V( fg) )  is determined by 
the values r I v(f,g)l(w(a) tO w(b)) and r I v(f,g)l (w(c)), a, b ~ A 1, c ~ A 2. We have 
r l v(f, g) l(W(a) U w(b)) = w(a, T I v(f, g)l)tO w(b, T t v(y, g)l) 
and 
= g(a)U g(b) =f(g @ g)(a @ b), 
TIV(fg)I(W(C))~ 2 g((li)["Jg(bi)=f(g(~g)(~i 
where the ai, bi are as above. Thus, CA(q, V(f,g)) is determined by f (g@g) 
SKID(A I), and consequently, for all r~l~, r[rl, V(f,g)]A is determined by 
rf(g ® g) ~ SKID(A 1 ). The function ~o- (22(A, R)---, SKID(A l ) sending r[r/, V(f, g)]A 
tO rf(g® g) is now easily seen to be a natural/~-homomorphism. 
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